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Introduction
DADPC: Demonstration of Automated Process Control
(Demo 2000 Research project)
• Aim: To demonstrate autonomous drilling
• Built on top of existing technologies (commercially available)
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Autonomous versus automated drilling
What is the difference between a robotized car manufacturing assembly line and a Boston Dynamic robot?

https://youtu.be/82w_r2D1Ooo

https://youtu.be/rVlhMGQgDkY

The robotized car manufacturing plant is automated with robots while Atlas is an autonomous robot
Autonomy is about to be flexible to changing environments and changing goals, to learn from experience
and to make appropriate choices given perceptual limitations and finite computation.

Autonomous drilling
System compatible with:
• Land rigs, fixed offshore platforms and floaters.
• Wide range of well dimensions: from shallow horizontal wells, to
ERD wells and
3D shale well.
• Tapered wellbore architectures, tapered drill-strings.
• Use of hole-opening or under-reaming.
• Water-based, oil-based and micronized drilling fluids.
• Use of downhole high-speed telemetry and inline rheological
measurements if available
(autonomous drilling system is designed to work also if these are not
available)
Boundaries of the project:
• Only focused on drilling to target depth (TD), i.e. do not include
tripping, back-reaming, wiper trips.
• Only conventional drilling.
• Excluding directional drilling aspects.

Autonomous drilling as an optimization problem
Sequence of operation that has been performed

The tree of possibilities to drill the next 3 stands
With the branch that corresponds to the optimal
path in red and expanded
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Autonomous drilling as an optimization problem

Performance:
• Drill fast
• Shorten Weight to Weight procedure
• Quick pipe handling during connection

Risks:
• Bit vibrations that reduce performance
• Pack-off
• Bit/BHA/drill-string component failure
• Failure of drilling machines (or reaching their limits)
• Hole collapse
• Formation fracturing
• Formation fluid influx
• Formation washout
• Stuck pipe
• …
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Autonomous drilling: safety features
• Protection functions:
• Safe operating envelopes (SOE):

Acceptable limits (WOB, flow-rate, RPM) to:
• Stay within acceptable pump pressure limits
• Avoid buckling the string
• Transport cuttings
• Avoid stick-slip

• Fault detection Isolation and Recovery (FDIR):

Quick drilling events are quite common, e.g. overpulls, setdown weights, over-pressures, etc.
• Fast detection and reaction is often essential to avoid an
escalating problem
• Method: model-based using the observer-based approach
• Overpull and set-down weight FDIR
• Over-torque FDIR
• Over-pressure FDIR
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• Safe mode management: transition from autonomous to manual
drilling (to be published at SPE/IADC Drilling Conference 2021)
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Infrastructure for new drilling technologies

Full-scale testing at
Ullrigg
Testing in unique
virtual rig environment

Verification against
simulated or real drilling
data

Offshore deployment

Way forward
• Autonomous drilling demonstration OpenLab (October 28’th)
• Autonomous drilling demonstration on Ullrigg.
• DADPC next phase.
• SFI DigiWells

Conclusion
Autonomous drilling
• An adaptative solution that:
• balances performance and level of risks
• balances the necessity for additional operations with availability of measurements
• A self-learning system that:
• Estimates formation rock drillability
• Estimates unexpected downhole drilling condition deviations
• A system that has its own protection mechanisms:
• Safe operating envelopes to keep the commands within acceptable values
• Fault detection, isolation and recovery procedures to automatically react to quick drilling events
• A system that implements a safe mode management for a smooth transition from autonomous to manual
drilling in case of failures.
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